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Report of 20 October 1950:

As a consequence of the Augest 1930 discussions held ar Dr Adolf

SMIK in Lins with GOLLOB, STRACRWITZ, and others, "Spinne" (Spider)

members (10UUMILM, KOVARII, and SCRACHERNAINR and folloyers) bare Sons
,woO. for,

over toAthe National League. PUrthersore, Dr Walter MAN is regarded

as Dr SIAVIK's leading agent in Salsburg. GRINNS, Aelgjamer_Isaakt

editor, is the CPAustria l s liaison man to the Nationa/ Lague.

&sort of 26	 ,ber 195Q:

On 11 November 1950, Dr SLAM met in :anima Salsturg PRANCI.GRITSCN,

pm representative of the Sastern-oriented wing of the foxier "Brudersohaft"

(Fraternity). FRANKS-GRITSCR had made a special trip from Ramberg to

Salzburg to attend this meeting.

Deport of 27 Februarr 1951. RS1 National League General Nesting ani

The wall attended meeting took place at Nichaelerplats,

11 February 1951. Dr SLAVII opened the meeting, but could not to a
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candidate, as his Nazi past precluded himxtemmxim any political activity

on his part until 1952. Although the National Isagne seemed to have at-

tracted many former Nasies, its orientation was pro-East and anti-West.

Anton RLIUMUIlima umanimously elected National Chairman (names of other

elected officers are also given).

boort of 12 )rah 1451. RE: Develonment of the National Imam

es
'

gi	
111-2221.11.

This report also v infortion on the Genera/ Meeting of the

NI, but with mated some variations: Attended by about 70-80 persons, it

reportedly took place in the Graz Restaurant, Schauflergasse, Vienna I.

The re-elected National Chairman's name is given as Ferdinand HAIDER

(names of other elected officers also differ from above report). Dr SLAVIN

was listed as chairman of the election committee and as NI. Wiliness manager

(a Job given to him after the meeting). ML membership in Vienne was

reported as 350.

poort of 17 March 1452,

On 28 February 1953, Dr SLAVIN had asked an agent whether the latter

could not make available a cover address in West Germany and bring jihe

mail received there to Austria. These letters would contain material of

such a confide:Mel nature that SIAVIR would not even mail them within

Austria, but Would deliver them personally. The agent gave SIAVII first
followi
z'idiess in Bad Reichenhall, to which letters from Munich intended for

SLAVIN were to be sent: Rudolf SPRIMER c/o WEE, Inembrucker-Strasse 14b,

Bad Reichenhall.
-2-
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Poort ot. 25 April 195at

%ler the unofficial leadership of Dr Adolf SLAM (unofficial because

of his Masi past), the propagandists of the National League were able to

operate in Vienna and Lower Austria, shortly after the elections, i.e.,

in early 1950, without am, interference by the Soviets ani with the obvious

blessirgs of the CPAustria, while eakimi no secret of ita endeavor if to

attracts former Masies, including frequently MO former SS officers.

Report of 20 March_1953:.

0	 Et SIAVIE had come especially from Vienna to attend a National Isagus

meeting in Villack on 18 March 1953, where he gave his, and thus the EL's,

view. Be attacked the Austrian goveOnment's 'sell-out' of the Austrian

•oonopy to the Western Powers unddr the P. The government, he said,

should have followed a "real policy of neutrality representing its economic

interests, both toward the West and the Bast."

sport of 2 NRY 1951s

This reports gives bdogrephic information on sir full-time, paid

employ**. of the National league, including

Dr Adolf SIAM, lawyer, born 29 March 1918 in Vienna,
Austrian citizen, living at Malaise° 4/11, Vienna XV,
not rogiAstered; salary 1,000.00 schillingsgetk per month.

jtenort of tit 2 December 19511

Dr SIAVIE continues to travel intensive, within Austria. On 18 and
30 Novmaber 1953, he was in 'ins, and will again be there on 10 December 1953.
(This report gives SLAWIK's date of birth as 24 March 1918.)

-3-
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CI,	 'd 7.F.	 Ay-	 • 
,

Re: Dr. SLAVIK

1* • 	 (Gras) 
-1	 -

6: tJal' 11 Oct 50
Makeup of the "Nationaletiga" in the Stisrmark: Chairman Walter THUGS, Deputy Chair-

ri•orz

man Dr. WiTTINGER, and meibers include Iron Cross hOlder (Knight of the Iron Cross)

STADLER, BACHER, GHOESSNITZ. end NGEL. .E3GNR, according to report, heads the

National Democratic Party, to which Hermann NICHELITSCH belonged, subsequently

going over to the "Nationa144ga" now. The latter was ones a well-known speaker

of the assembly of the NS biational Socialiste.

e..

/ 11 Oct 50

Re: Dr. Slavik about the early history and aims of his movement (11H 11 received

tine following information from a member of the SLAVII circle in Gras.)

The "Nationale Liea" is to be an elite group and not any mass mc*ment. However,

the "NL" wishes to participate in the next parliamentary elections and Dr. Slavik

hopes to be able to lut a rather large number of delegates into the National A seem -

bly. Slavik did not specify the significance of the expresszion "to revolutionise

the entire political system." The relations of the "NL" with the Soviet occupation

powers do not go through the OP, but rather are direct. Slavik sa:4 he has direct

relations with the Soviet officers. The financing of the XL is done by thc USIA.

In regard to a question pertinent to this, Dr. Slavik said he must first formulate

his Weltansohaunng. During the conversation Dr Slavik coined the eloganeInter -

national way of thought, but Austrian way of acting." Dr Adolf Sla vlic claimed to
in the former National Socialists

be in contact with the well known;tormer general labor leader Viktor BAND. In

similar sense Slavik named the former Reich. Youth leader AXMAVN.

•	 ..:4L7-(fA - TV'	 3 Oct 50
RE: Personnelof Slarik group 	 (P102107)

1. Neon KUHN, former SS storm troop leader and Knight of the Iron Cross,
I/	 w --

was long time superior of Slavik in thl;SS. Slavik trying, without success, to

recruit Kuehn for the Yl.

4. Slavik has contacts with the preminent upper Austrian communists Hans and
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Hermann HAUER in Urfahr (Linz). (See report on ap activitists in Upper Amatira

24 July 1950, P101828-C). S. visits one of them regularly whenwver he is in

Urfahr.

Rs: Provisional report about the Linz "Hu:ape Conferences 
	

25 Sep 50
(P/02073)

P 3: "Finally, Dr. Adolf SLATIX, the head of the "Rationale Lige," informed Dr

TRAUGOTZ by letter that he cannot sit at the same table wilih Erich XIMMAIR since

Kennelr is an WNW= American agent."

17 Oct 50
(p/02175)

Slavik o s visit win: pr. Hoettl

Last week, pr. Adolf SLAVIX appeared unnancounced and with a cover name before the
report

house servant and insisted on talking with Dr. HOETTL. immmmir/of their tall!,
4.!	 .32

: Internal Difficulties in the Rationale Li ga	 26 Feb 51
(p/02714)

p 2: According to HE 7, a sharp controversy has developed between Dr. Adolf Slavik
cbairman

and the kook of the association, Ferdinand HAIDNER, within the leadership of the

Rationale Liga. The controversy is based partly on political and partly on personal

reasons. 3. Slavik and his intimates want unconditional cooperation with the cP

and the Soviets, while Haidner wants a pledge from the CP and the Soviets first

that they will give up their minx criticism of the national socialists in the press.

On the personal side (5), Slavik wants to pass over chairman Haidner t s head and

deal directly with the leading Soviet and CP circles independently. Also, in

Haidner l s estimate, Slavik is so blindly enamored ideologically and politically

that he is more fanatic than a super-communist and Stalin worshipper.

• Re: Slavik manages to get USIA positions for incriminated Rational Socialists 
9 Oct 50, (P/02127)

3. Slavik said that he has obtained leading positions in USIA seAvice or in the

USIA organization for more than 30 "most prominent" former illegals and primarily
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SS chiefs, and thus ovided for them economically. 	 ay are allegedly almost all

department (section) heads or directors or consultants of such, and none have

a monthly income of less than 3,000 to 4,000 Schillingm net.

4. To give further emphasis to this assertion he produced a list with the names of

these people, at which, however, HH 7 could get only a cursory glance. The latter

could only recall the name of the illegal Vienna SS chief DOKUBIL.

"Re: Cooperation of  Slavik and.Traugutt ,	26 Feb 31
(P/02713)

3. Dr. Slavik enlisted Dr =gar TRANOOTT's active cooperation on the matter of

'positive solution" of Austrian relations with the East during Slavik i s call upon

the editors of the "oberoesterreichischen Nachrichtenf Slavik wants press,

periodical, lecture, and discussion treatment of the problem of the relations.

(Dr Slavik desired to assemble a "scientific: team," which would continue to

treat the question of the relations between Austria and the last under various

"scientific viewpoints" in the press, in periodicals, lectures, and discussions,

and which naturally advocate a "positive solution" of the problem. The team as such

was not supposed to be known to the outside; the individual members were supposed
operate

to appear completely independent and/without any connection with. each other. Alm

Soviets allegedly promised financial support which they regarded as necessary in

the plan to reimikt the iimkattsitst intellectual middle class."
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at 11:00 PM the samt Ay, in a private apartment in	 z with Dr Strachwits,
for each

Gordon Gollob, enti tled:luxe a representative of the "Ochweinwerfer" or "ftelheit"

group for Germany and Austria, as well as further unnamed persons. At this

conference it was agreed that, all ideological differences which might develop aside,

an agreement on principle on the young generation must he reached. Slavik said it

is less important in which groups and under what flags and signs the young genera-

tion gathers4Aim and it is essential that they form a counterweight to the

ever growing senescence of Europe about them. Slavik further announced that be

will develop his contacts with Zest Germany (he was supposed to have comioleted

a six-month course with the Volkspolizei, the 16th battalion in Osterwteck); and

he strive to enlist even hogr HEGER, the chief of the National Democratic Party,

for activity in the same course. Slavik also said that in the Soviet Zone of

Austria the plant militialoashele-a volkepolizei type organization .1rne"try-44ftemed.

People of the young generation who have a pan German feeling must be brought into

this unit. Slavik asked for the nomination of such men.

//Dx Slavik on the Success of his Movement	 25 Sep 50 (P102072)

Dr Slavik stated in his confidential circle that he is quite pleased with the

progress his Nationale Lige is making in Wm all of the zones occupied by western

powers, *Mt most recently that in the Tirol. Its uperiod of probation"by the Russians

has been past for some time now,and the Russians have tripled its budget 	 Slavik

is not concerned about the greater independence of the Progressive Socialists,

which will show up tin in the near future, being able to have damaging consequences

for the NationaleLiga: even if the left socialists should really appear as an

individual party it will not be able to take any potential members away from the

Nationale Liga. DT Slavik characterized the great interest in the Rationale Ligals

organ "Oesterreichischer Beobachter" as a sign of the progress of the Nationale

Liga. The present circulation ix of 50,000 is to jvAlo to 100,000, especially

through the more intensive treatment of the western regions.
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Slavik i s PartiCipation fith Kernmayr)in Oranisinic the Strike Unrest in Lim

# Oct 30 (P/02108)

On 28 and 29 September 1930, Slavik was in the Urfahr /district/ of Lim where

he was in contact with MEW' strike committee. Be avoided entering the American

Zone, probably tc avoid possible arrest.

J/ slavik and the Bloc Conference in Pre4po 	 23 Oct 50 (P/02194)

Slavik expects new directives for his work from the bloc conference in Prague,

held in conjunction with a Cominform conference. A delegation of the Central

Committee of the ii CP Austria, leaving the 20th of October, will bring him these

instructions. Slavik indicated that these would concern the more precise drafting

of a tactic which would be identical for Austria, 	 at least the Soviet Zone, and

East Germany. Dr SlaTik appeared especially impressed by the information he alleged-

ly received that the security measures in regard to the bloc and Cominform conference

were entrusted to the former Gestapo =Cattaat-detective superintendent HABIT=

and his irelSable co-workers."

DT Slavik even maintained that the staff for public and party security in

Czechoslovakia is essentially under the control of Russian, but also German

officials since the Czechs are not regarded sufficiently reliable.

Information from the Nationale Iiga III 	 19 Feb 31 (P/02674)

2.According the Dr WITTING, Deputy Chairman of the Nationale Lige, Slavik

recently conferred with officials of the Central Committee of the CP Austria,

where Slavik put up a fight against the attempt to push his men into acts of
or

force mut any kind of coup l e de main. But than he declared the readiness of

the Nationale Liss to support ', the "Spring Offensive"- of the CP Austria.

4* Slavik and Ferdinand HAIDNER, Federal Chairman of the Nationale liga,

were at the KAPRUN main camp on 9 December 1930, and had a small audience.
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Dr Ludwig NO/tISCH I s Attempt at Reconeiliation With Slavik	 20 Nob 31 (1/02688)
informant

2. Ix the zipmilmz learned from a confidential agent from Gras well acquainted

with Slavik, Ludwig Noycisch saumdad the possibilities, through a it' go-between

in Innsbruck, for a close contact with ths Nationale Liga.

3. Dr Adolf Slavik consulted the confidential agent of the informant and asked

his judgement of the character and personal qualities of Noyeisch. The agent,

who worked with Moycisch for German Intelligence in Turkey in World War II, piste/ma

pin amehlainegative isiformation about Noynisch. It may be slimmed that on the

strength of it a closer cooperation with the Nationale Lige will not occur.


